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Uri Katzenstein 1951-2018: Between the Mortal and the Immortal
Uri Katzenstein was an independent artist, devoid of frustration, that worked in a unique and multi-leveled 
way. In his works, he left the man and leaned towards the machine, making an inanimate and non-narrative 
archive of objects and gestures.

Katsenstein next to his work: “Backyard”Picture: Moti Milrod

He did not simply mimic the more conventional artists of the past, but instead instigated his own unique spin 
of artistic taste onto multiple mediums. From his early years of studying in San Francisco to his time operat-
ing in New York, he was known for bringing attention to more obscure forms of artistic activity and central-
izing them in the public eye. One type of these unique artistic forms would be an exhibited performance of 
his extreme expressionism when he “wrote” on the wall of a museum by use of his own blood. Other artistic 
endeavors of his were that of joined musical ensembles, bands, and musical performances in non-concert 
spaces and sound performances that included the construction of instruments and the examination of audio 
options and ranges.

These were relatively new areas of creativity that were based on differentiated artistic traditions and demand-
ed the creation of points of convergence between them in order to create a different artistic tradition - that 
of the body or sound. Later on, Katzenstein created video works, some of which are documentations of his 
exhibits and others are independent, theatrical, and funny. He is also a sculptor - from miniature dolls to 
complex apartments. It was the amplitude of his work.

Katzenstein’s work moves on the axis between human and inhuman: From the body and the voice to the 
instrument and the array, between the song and the synthesizer, between the production of the sound and 
its transmission, between the skin and the costume, between action and gesture, and between the man and 
the doll. It seems that in his works he leaves man and tends to the machine, that he creates a multi-organ 
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theater marionette of actions towards and actions against, mechanical and repetitive. Duplications of his 
image appeared again and again in the small sculptures he had created, as a sort of zero point carved from 
the face of a body. They took part - for example in the labyrinthine library exhibited in his exhibition at the 
Tel-Aviv Museum - in a bursting, silent, non-narrative archive of objects and gestures.

It is the precisely replicated image of the artist, sculpted and frozen, reduced or enlarged, in bright red or 
skin color, associated with the living figure, the artist’s exhibitor, the artist’s works, and in various exhibits or in 
his video works. Katzenstein, who is inviting people to be electrocuted with him, bringing them closer to him, 
healing or killing, is himself, transmitting energy. Katzenstein standing, dancing, or playing the instrument, 
gave it a soul. Katzenstein, who organizes the musical performance, conducts the musical arrangement in 
which he operates. Even Katzenstein, who drains his blood on the wall, creates the image and the writing 
from his body. His works were passed through the mechanical array and created through him a specification 
of humanity - stretched to the ends, sometimes apocalyptic, playful, and experimented. 


